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1. INTR~DUCT10~ 
The purpose of the present paper-as well as a sequence of other papers 
by the present author and his collaborators-is to show that the notion 
of an ideal system and the related notions of a module system and a ring 
system seem well-adapted as a basis for a full-fledged generalized com- 
mutative algebra. A summary of some of the results of these projected 
papers has been given in [3-51. 
Prior to [I], no systematic attempt had been made of developing 
the theory of ideal systems beyond the more limited and essentially arith- 
metical foundation it had been given by Priifer, Krull and Lorenzen and 
which is exposed in Jaffard’s monograph [g]. The paper [l] presented only 
a selection of very elementary and classical results of commutative algebra 
within the framework of the theory of x-ideals. But the results of that paper 
indicated considerable further possibilities as well as a gain in the under- 
standing of the scope of some of the most basic results of commutative 
algebra. On the other hand, it was equally clear thar new axioms had to be 
added if further substantial progress was going to be made. One main 
obstacle seemed to be the lack of an appropriate substitute for the usual 
congruence modulo an ideal in a ring. The congruence introduced in [1] 
is a quite natural one, but it does not reduce to the usual one in the case 
of rings. It therefore came as a considerable surprise when it turned out 
that this congruence combined with a new extra condition (the additivity 
axiom) is nevertheless able to take care of crucial additive arguments as 
well as arguments involving residue class rings. 
In the present paper we shall explore some of the first consequences 
of the additivity axiom; particularly, in connection with residue class monoids, 
the first isomorphism theorem, modularity and various facts concerning 
both primary and prime decompositions. It goes without saying that this 
represents just a small and rather arbitrary selection of the many results 
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on ideal systems which depend on the additivity axiom. We also show that 
ordinary ideals in rings, ideals in monoids, convex lattice-closed subgroups 
of an (Abelian) lattice ordered group, lattice ideals in a distributive lattice 
and radical differential ideals in a Ritt-algebra, all give rise to additive 
ideal systems. 
Some of the results of this paper were summarized in the preprint [2]. 
2. THE CATEGORY OF IDEAL SYSTEMS 
Let S denote a monoid (commutative semi-group with an identity). 
We shall say that there is defined an ideal system or x-system in S if to every 
subset B of S there corresponds a subset A, of S such that 
AC& (2.1) 
B C A, s- B, C 9, (2.2) 
S& c A, (2.3) 
BA, C (B/& (2.4) 
(2.5) 
We shall sometimes use the notation (S, X) for an ideal system when we 
want to emphasize both the monoid S and the closure operation x defined 
on the subsets of S. 
We shall refer to (2.4) and (2.5) as the continuity axiom and the jnite 
character axiom. If ,4 = A, , we shall say that A is an x-ideal or simply 
an ideal. The operations of x-union (resp., x-product) denoted by U, (resp., 0,) 
is defined by A U, B = (A u B)e (resp., ,4 0, B = (AB),). The given 
ideal system is said to be principal if {a}, = Sa for every a E S. 
Let S, and Sa be two monoids each of which is equipped with an ideal 
system denoted, respectively, by ~r and us . A mapping 4 of S, into Sa 
is called a (X 1 , x,)-homomorphism or simply a morphism if 
and in addition maps the identity of S, onto the identity of S, . The condition 
(2.7) amounts to saying that the inverse image of an xl,-ideal in S, is an 
x,-ideal in S, . This defines the category of ideal systems, denoted by Ids. 
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Of course, there immediately arise a number of questions as to the categorical 
properties of Ids and suitable subcategories. We hope to come back to 
these questions on another occasion. 
3. ADDITIVE IDEAL SYSTEMS AND RESIDUE CL.~~S MONQID~ 
In [l], me introduced the following congruence (called x-congruence). 
Given an x-system in S and an x-ideal 8, C S we say that b and c are 
x-congruent or simply congruent modulo A,, and write b = ~(-4,) if 
(~4, , b)x = (4. , c), . This congruence does not reduce to the classical 
congruence in ring theory in case of ordinary ideals though in some sense 
it comes close to it; (see [l, p. 121). It turns out to be quite useful, however, 
essentially because of the following simple intrinsic characterization: 
THEOREM 1. The x-congruence module L4x is the uaique coarsest congruence 
on S such that any x-ideal containing Ax is a union 01~ cougmence classes. 
Proof. Assume first that B, 3 A, , b E E, and c z b(A,); then 
c”(A,,b),CB,. Assume next that N is a congruence relation in S, 
strictly coarser than = (AcG). Then there exist elements 6, c E S such that 
b N c and b + ~(~4%); say, b I$ (-4Z , c), . Then (d,Z , c)~ is an x-ideal containing 
A, which is not a union of congruence classes with respect to N. 
Note that if D, 3 A, and b = c(/4,), then also b = c(D,~). On the other 
hand, if 9, and D, are two x-ideals such that b = ~(3,) and b = ~(13,) 
it is in general not true that b = c(& n D,). 
This congruence relation leads to the residue class monoid Sj/lE and 
to a canonical multiplicative homomorphism 4 : S + S/JX . The monoid 
S = S/S, has a zero element and ker 4 = A, . The family of all sets B C S 
such that $-i(u) is an x-ideal in S defines an ideal system in S denoted 
by .X Relative to this ideal system, 4 is an (x, x)-homomorphism and 2 is 
the finest ideal system ~7 such that (b is an (x, y)-homomorphism. We call 
x the canonical ideal system in S. The canonical morphism $ establishes 
a bijection between the x-ideals of S containing ^gZ and the g-ideals of S 
in such a way that B is an g-ideal in S if and only if it is the direct image 
by 6 of an x-ideal containing A, . 
We shall now introduce a new fundamental condition into the theory of 
ideal systems which has a close connection with the above congruence 
relation. 
If R is a commutative ring and @ and 6 are two ideals in R, then any 
element in the idealtheoretic sum of CL? and fi is congruent (in the classical 
sense) to a suitable element in G module @. Since this is valid for the ordinary 
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congruence module 6Y it is also valid with respect to the coarser x-congruence 
when this is specialized to the case of ideals in a commutative ring. This 
leads to the following: 
DEFINITION. An x-system is said to be additive if it satisfies the condition: 
To any element c E A, U, B, there corresponds an element b E B, such 
that c = b(A,). 
The following theorem reveals the basic character of the condition of 
additivity using the above notations. 
THEOREM 2. The following properties are equivalent: 
A. x is an additive ideal system. 
B. $(A, LJ, B,) = $(B,) for all A, and B, and all $ where 4 denotes 
the canonical morphism corresponding to A, . 
C. $-l($(Bz)) = A, U, B, with the same notation as in B. 
D. The direct image of an x-ideal in S by any canonical morphism is 
an p-ideal in S. 
E. The x-operation commutes with all canonical morphisms; i.e., +(B,) = 
w% . 
F. Every canonical morphism is distributive with respect o the x-union 
of x-ideals: $(B, W, C,) = $(B,) u,$(C,). 
G. Every canonical morphism is distributive with respect to the x-union 
of arbitrary sets: +(B U, C) = 4(B) U, 4(C). 
H. Every canonical morphism is distributive with respect o the x-product 
of x-ideals: $(Be oz C,) = +(B,) oJ $(C,). 
Every canonical morphism is distributive with respect o the x-products 
of arktrary sets: +(B 0% C) = 4(B) o-f C(C). 
J. The canonical map B,/Az n B, + A, U, B,/ALc is surjective. 
K. The canonical map B,.A, n B, + A, V, BJA, is bijective. 
L. The canonical map B,.& n B, + A, U, BJ.4, is an isomorphism. 
Proof. The equivalence of A, B and C is clear, noting that 4(c) q = 4(b) o 
c = b(A,) and that A, U, B, is a union of congruence classes module A,. 
By C the inverse image of +(B2) is an x-ideal. Hence 4(B,) is an %-ideal 
by the definition of .v. This shows the implication C z- D. To show D =i- E, 
we only have to note that 4(B) C+(B,) C (+(B))s and use the axiom (2.2). 
The implication E * D is obvious, and D * C results as follows: By D, 
4(B.J is an x-ideal and +-‘(+(B,J) . IS an s-ideal by the definition of 3. This 
x-ideal obviously contains B, but also contains A, since 4, n B, # Q by 
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the axiom (2.3). Thus A, U, 3, C+-l($(Bx)). The reverse inclusion 
follows from the fact that A, U, B, contains A, and is hence a union of 
congruence classes modulo A, . This establishes the equivalence of the 
conditions A, B, C, D and E. We next show that E is equivalent to F, G, N 
and 1. Note first that G implies F and I implies W and that under the assump- 
tion of E we also clearly have the reverse implications F + G and H + 1. 
We therefore only have to show that F 3 E and H =- E. The former 
implication is obtained by putting B, = C, in F in order to obtain that 
+(B,) = (4(B,)), . This shows that D is satisfied which in turn implies E 
according to the first part of the proof. In order to obtain the implication 
H =P E we put C, = (e}, in H where e denotes the unit element of S. We 
then get 
This proves D which in turn implies E. 
In order to finish the proof of the theorem it will be sufficient to establish 
the following sequence of implications: 
We first observe that we have a well-defined canonical map 
because any two elements which are congruent modulo a given x-ideal are 
also congruent modulo a bigger x-ideal. It is clear that B is equivalent to the 
surjectivity of I/J. Let us show also that the injectivity of q!~ follows from A, 
i.e., 6, = b2(&) with b, , b, E B, implies b, = &.(A, n B,). For symmetry 
reasons we need only prove that b, E (A,, b,), =- b, E (A, n B, , b,), . From 
(b& C (A, , b.Jz follows by the modular law (see Theorem 5) 
(b,}, C (A, u, {b&a) n B, = (A, n B,) u, (b,j, 
which gives the desired inclusion. From K results A which implies modu- 
larity of the lattice of x-ideals and the isomorphism in L is a consequence 
of the first isomorphism theorem for modular lattices noting that the given 
canonical map Z/J just induces the lattice isomorphism C, ---f 4, U, c, 
between the two quotient lattices involved. The final implication L =s- B 
is obvious. 
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Remarks. ‘C17e can of course formulate the additivity axiom without any 
explicit mention of residue class monoids or canonical morphisms in the 
following way: If c E A, U, B, there exists a b E B, such that (A, , b), = 
(d, , c), . In this form the additivity condition was also discovered inde- 
pendently by Azriel Rosenfeld and Erling Hansen (unpublished). But it is 
the formulations in terms of residue class monoids and canonical morphisms 
which brings the essential content of this axiom to the surface and makes 
it a very convenient tool in a large number of situations. 
In connection with the properties J, K and L a few remarks about the 
isomorphism theorems are pertinent. We first remark that the injectivity 
of the canonical map 4 is not equivalent to additivity. In the proof of J 3 K 
we only used the modularity of the lattice of x-ideals, and examples show 
that this modularity does not imply additivity (see Section 6). As to the 
second isomorphism theorem 
it is easy to see that this is valid without assuming the additivity of X. On 
the other hand, the “fundamental isomorphism theorem” calls for the 
introduction of a new category. 
4. THE CATEGORY IDS, 
We shall here only give a brief mention of a category which seems to be 
pertinent for the formulation of a fundamental isomorphism theorem for 
ideal systems as well as other results concerning exact sequences, kernels, 
cokernels, etc. especially in connection with the notion of a module system 
to be introduced in a subsequent paper. (For a preliminary account of 
module systems see [5]). 
We shall say that (S, X) is an ideal system with zero if there exists an 
element 0 E S such that 
where the intersection is taken over all x-ideals m S. Evidently, (0) is an 
x-ideal and s .O = 0 for all $ E S. Furthermore, if (S, , xr) and (S, , x2) are 
two ideal systems with zero, Or and Oa and # is a morphism from (S, , xr) 
into (S, , XJ we have 
m4) = 4-l (n -4,) = n vv,) 3 {41 
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such that #(Or) = 0, . We shall say that such a morphism # is additive 
if the following two conditions are satisfied 
(9 %-W4,) = L4,1 Uzl %-W7 
(ii) 4 maps x,-ideals in S, onto x,-ideals in S, if $ is surjective. 
Examples given in the next section show that these two conditions are 
independent of each other (also within the class of additive ideal systems). 
An ideal system with zero (S, X) is additive if and only if all canonical 
morphisms (S, X) + (S/AZ , %) are additive. 
DEFINITION. The category of ideal systems with zero and additive 
morphisms is denoted by Ids, . 
We leave the easy verification that the composition of two additive mor- 
phisms is again additive to the reader. We now state the fundamental 
isomorphism theorem for Ids,, making no notational distinction between a 
zero element and the set containing a zero element as its only element. 
THEOREM 3. Let $ : (S, , x1 , 0,) 4 (S, , x2 , 0,) be a surjective morphism 
in Ids,, . Then we have a canonical isomorphism 
Proof. We first show that we have a well-defined map $ from S,j#-‘(0,) 
to SJO, induced by 4. Assume that 
b = WWJ), i.e., (C-‘(O,), b)+ == (Ifi-‘( E),~. 
This gives 
%(b) E %W1(02)? 4% c (0, 9 W), - 
Similarly #(c) E (0,) #(b)),, and #(b) = #(c)(O,) which shows that $ is 
well-defined. 
Assume next that b + c($-l(O,)), say, c $ ($F(O,), b),l . Since the direct 
image of (#-r(O,), b), by # is an x,-ideal and 
it follows that #($-‘(O,), b)*. = (0, , #(b)),+ . Using this equality together 
with the condition (i) in the definition of an additive morphism, we get 
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By the latter equality, c $ (#-l(O,), ZJ),~ implies c $ #;l((O, , #(b))ZZ), i.e., 
#(c) $ (0, , #(b)),2 and #(b) + #(c)(O,), showing that 16 is injective. The 
surjectivity of # is obvious and so is the fact that $ is an isomorphism. (This 
proof rectifies the proof of Theorem 10 in [I]). 
We shall say that S has a separntifzg zero 0 if n = 6(O) 2 a = b in which 
case S/O can be identified with S. Injective morphisms in Ids, have of course 
zero kernel but the converse need not be true (see the next section). This 
converse is true if the kernel is a separating zero. Since the canonical 
morphism S -+ S/O induces a bijection between the x-ideals in S and the 
“v-ideals in S/O preserving all operations, it is really no loss in generality 
to pass to the quotient modulo 0 and hence assume that we are dealing 
with ideal systems with separating zero. Doing this the above theorem 
becomes completely analogous to the fundamental isomorphism theorems 
for groups, rings and modules. 
5. EXAMPLES 
We shall now show that many of the most familiar ideal systems occurring 
in rings, lattices, semi-groups, lattice ordered groups and rings as well as 
in differential algebra are additive. General results about additive ideal 
systems will hence give immediate corollaries when applied to these special 
cases. For a more detailed treatment of the examples we shall consider 
below we refer to Chapter 5 in [1] and content ourselves by briefly 
recalling the notation: The ideal system defined by the ordinary ideals of a 
commutative ring R is called the d-system in R. The finest possible ideal 
system in a monoid S is called the s-systewz in S. An s-ideal A, in S is 
characterized by the inclusion Sil, C A, . The lattice ideals in a distributive 
lattice L (treating intersection as a multiplication) is called the Z-system in L. 
By the c-systenz in a lattice ordered group G we understand the family of 
all normal, lattice closed, convex subgroups of G when the monoid operation 
is the operation a6 = / a 1 n 1 b (. Similarly, the c-system in a lattice ordered 
ring R is given by the lattice closed, convex d-ideals of R with nb = 1 a 1 n 1 b 1 
as the monoid operation. If R is a differential ring the radical (perfect) 
differential ideals in R form an ideal system in R, called the S-system. R is 
said to be a Ritt algebra if R contains a copy of the field of rational numbers 
and it can then be regarded as an algebra over Q. 
THEOREM 4. The d-system, s-qsstem, l-system and c-system are all additive 
and so is the Ssysttwz of a Ritt algebra. 
Proof. The additivity of the d-system follows from the remarks, imme- 
diately preceding the definition of additivity. If c E A, U, B, = A, u B, , 
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we can put B = c if c E B, and choose b E A, n B, if c Ed, . In both cases 
we have c E b&4,) with b E B, which shows that the s-system is additive, 
If c E 8, U, B, this means that c < a u b for suitable n E -4, and b E B, ~ 
Put b, = b n c. Then b, E B, and c = b,(A,) since this latter congruence 
amounts to the existence of elements a, and aa E 4, such that c < a, u i, 
and b, < c u a2 , and these two relations can be satisfied by putting 
a, = a2 = a. 
A c-ideal in a lattice ordered group G can be defined alternately as a 
normal subgroup H, of G which is absolutely convex in the sense that 
h E H, and j g ( < ] h j implies that g E H, . If dc and B, are two c-ideals 
in G, g E d, U, B, means that j g / < ] a ! + ( b / with a E A, and b E B, . 
Putting b, = 1 b I n / g ( we have b, E B, and g = b,(A$). This congruence 
is easily seen to be equivalent to the conjunction of the two inequalities 
igl d Iall + ri1 I b, j and ] b, 1 < / a, / -+ tz2 j g / for suit-able a, , a, E -II, 
and suitable integers n, , n2 . It is further clear that these inequalities are 
satisfied by choosing a, = a, = a, thus proving the additivity of the c-system 
in a lattice-ordered group. A c-ideal A, in a lattice ordered commutative 
ring R is a ring ideal (--d-ideal) in R which is absolutely convex in the 
above sense and which in addition verifies the following condition: If 
j a I n I b / E rZ, , then also 1 rn / n / b ] E 8, for all I’ E R. This latter condition 
just insures that the family of c-ideals, cut down in this way, verifies the 
continuity axiom for an ideal system relative to the monoid operation 
ab = 1 a / n 1 b 1. It is immediate that this c-system in lattice-ordered rings 
is additive. Similar definitions of c-systems can be given in lattice ordered 
vector spaces, lattice ordered modules and lattice ordered algebras. For a 
unifying treatment of these various c-systems, and their relation to the 
problem of a “functional” representation of lattice ordered algebraic 
structures, see [6]. 
Let (R, 6) denote a Ritt algebra equipped with its system of radical 
differential ideals. It is known that the radical of a differential ideal in a 
Ritt algebra is a differential ideal (see Lemma 1.8 in [lo]). Therefore, 
c E A, U, Bs will imply that c” = a + b for a suitable integer ?z and suitable 
aE4, b E Bs . Thus cn = b (mod -4,) in the classical sense; hence also 
cn = b&j in our sense. This means that c” E (a, , b)6 and, therefore, 
c E (A, ~ b)d . On the other hand, b E (A,, cr’js C (d, , c)~ which together 
with the preceding inclusion implies that c = b(d,), showing that the 
a-system in a Ritt algebra is additive. 
Many more ideal systems are of course additive. It is for instance true 
that the radical ideal system rad x associated to an additive ideal system x 
by putting &.adz = rad -4 ~ is again additive. The radical ideals of a ring 
thus form an additive ideal system. It is also evident that if x is an additive 
ideal system in S then the canonical ideal system “2’ in any residue class 
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monoid S/AZ is additive. We shall later see that additivity will also be 
preserved under most of the categorical operations on ideal systems like 
products, localizations, inductive limits etc. 
In order to exhibit ideal systems which are not additive one can consider, 
for instance, ideal systems such that the lattice of x-ideals is nonmodular 
(cf. Theorem 5 below)-like the m-system in certain m-lattices [l, pp. 26 
and 41-431. It is an open question whether the S-system is additive in any 
differential ring and whether the arithmetically important t-system (v,-system) 
is additive in an integral domain. We rather tend to believe that neither 
of these two systems are additive in general. 
Another general remark about special instances of ideal systems may be 
appropriate at this point. The general concept of an ideal system involves 
only two operations: a multiplication and a closure operation. In various 
special cases this structure derives from a more refined structure involving 
additional operations, as in the case of the &system where one also has 
an addition and a derivation in the underlying ring. General constructions 
of new ideal systems by means of given ones like the formation of quotients, 
products, localizations, inductive limits etc., do not use the additional 
structure at hand, and the new ideal systems constructed in this way do not, 
in general, derive from the same type of structure as the original systems. 
The canonical &system in the quotient R/A, does not derive from a ring 
structure on this quotient. In some cases, however, this may be the case, 
as, for instance, the quotient formation in the case of lattice ideals. If 8, 
is a lattice ideal (Z-ideal) in a distributive lattice L (with a least and a greatest 
element, say) we can use the general construction and consider the Lsystem 
in L/A, . It turns out that the given Z-congruence in L modulo A, is not 
only compatible with intersection but also with union in such a way that 
L/4, is a distributive lattice, L -+ L/A, is a lattice homomorphism and the 
I-system in L/A, is identical with the ordinary l-system in L/A, . In case 
Ml is a maximal Z-ideal, we have L/lVIt = (0, l}, thus showing that the 
specialization of the general notion of x-congruence to the case x = 2 really 
gives the most direct access to Stone’s representation theory of Boolean 
algebras if we want to treat it as a theory of functional representation a la 
Gelfand. 
We also note that in the case x = s we get a congruence (the s-congruence) 
which has exactly the same relationship to the congruence introduced in 
semigroups by Rees [l l] as the d-congruence has to the classical congruence 
in ring theory. 
We shall now comment a little bit on the definition of additive morphisms. 
The definition consisted of two requirements each of which reduced to the 
definition of an additive ideal system in case of canonical morphisms. Simple 
examples show, however, that the two conditions are, in general, independent 
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of each other. If L, and L, denote the linearly ordered lattices consisting 
of three and two elements, respectively, and we consider the following 
lattice homomorphism of L, onto L, 
it is clear that the condition (ii) in the definition of an additive morphism 
is verified, but not (i). We also note that this morphism from (L, ) I) to 
(L, , 1) has kernel zero without being injective. Consider next the morphism 
$ : (R, S) + (R, d) given by the identity map of the ring R onto itself. 
This is a morphism, since every d-ideal is an s-ideal. It clearly satisfies 
condition (i) but fails to satis@ (ii) unless R is linearly preordered by 
divisibility, hence a valuation ring in case R is an integral domain. 
The above lattice homomorphism from (L, ) E) onto (L2 , I) shows the 
existence of morphisms which have zero kernel without being injective. 
This morphism, however, does not belong to Ids,, . In order to exhibit a 
morphism in Ids,, which has zero kernel without being injective, we consider 
the canonical map 
(R/i-h >4 - (R/d, , a>, 
where we have denoted the classical residue class ring (with its usual system 
of ideals) with a double bar. This map is evidently an additive morphism 
with kernel zero which maps associate elements in R//A, onto the same 
element in R/A, . 
6. ADDITIVITP AND MODULARITY 
An ideal system (S, x) is said to be modular if its family of x-ideals form 
a modular lattice under inclusion. The property of modularity is of importance 
in various connections but it is not satisfied for all ideal systems. It is, 
therefore, of interest that we have the following: 
THEOREM 5. Every additive ideal system is modular. 
Froof= If c, c A,, we have to show that 
A, n (13, u, c,) = (A, n Bx) u, G 
Let a E 8, n (B, U, C,). From a E B, U, C, and additivity we conclude 
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that there exists an element b E B, such that a E b(C,). This implies 
6 E (C, , a), and 6 E B, n B, . Using this together with a = b(C,), we get 
aE(C,,6),C(~,nB,)u,C,. 
Remarks. It is natural to inquire about more exact relationships between 
additivity and modularity-and possibly other lattice-theoretic properties. 
Modularity does not imply additivity. By means of a simple example due 
to T. Foss [7], it can even be shown that the distributivity of the ideal lattice 
does not, in general, imply additivity. On the other hand, R. Johnsen [9] 
has shown that it is possible to give a reformulation of the condition of 
modularity such that it takes a form which is very close to the additivity 
condition. In fact, modularity is equivalent to the following statement: If 
C C A, U, B, , then there exists a set D C B, such that 8, U, C = A, V, D. 
Additivity requires that if C reduces to a single element, then D also can 
be chosen as a one-element set. 
We showed in [l] that the continuity axiom (2.4) cannot be formulated as a 
property of the flz-lattice of all x-ideals in (S, x). It is to be expected that 
this is also true for the additivity axiom. 
7. PRIMARY AND PRIME DECOMPOSITIONS 
In subsequent papers we shall have occasion to use the additivity axiom 
in numerous different situations. As a typical and basic sample, we shall 
content ourselves here with its two applications to the decomposition theory. 
We showed in [l] that a major part of the classical decomposition 
theory in Noetherian rings as well as in Dedekind rings carried over to 
ideal systems without using the additivity axiom. There were, however, 
two notable esceptions: It is not true that an irreducible x-ideal in a 
Noetherian ideal system is primary unless we make further assumptions. 
Secondly, we were not able to prove that the mere existence of product 
decompositions in terms of prime x-ideals implies the unicity of such 
decompositions (as is the case, by a result of Matusita, in ring theory). 
We shall show that there exist natural generalizations of these two ring- 
theoretic results within the framework of additive ideal systems. 
THEOREM 6. Any irreducible ideal in a principal, additive and Noetkerian 
ideal system is primary. 
Proof. Assume that A, is a nonprimary x-ideal in the given ideal system 
(S, x). We shall show that A, is reducible. Since A, is nonprimary, there 
exist elements a, b E S such that ab E A,, a $ A, and bn 4 8, for all n. 
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Consider the chain 
By the continuity axiom, this is an ascending chain of x-ideals and hence 
by the ascending chain condition 
A, : bN = A, : bN+l (7.1) 
for a certain IV. This gives us the desired decomposition of A, 
A, = (A,, bNk n (A,, a), 
The only thing that needs proof is the fact that the right side of (7.2) is 
contained in A, . Assume that 
and 
CE(bc,aj, (7.3j 
c E (A, , bN)x (7.4) 
From (7.3) follows b . c E (a,, ab), C A,, and using (7.4) there exists an 
element d (by additivity and principality) such that c = dbN(AJ. In partic- 
ular, dbN E (3, , c)~ and db”l E b(A, , c)~ C AC . This implies, by (7.1), 
that db” E A, ; hence also c E Ll, by the above congruence. 
Theorem 6, together with the results of [l] show that the main 
decomposition theorems in Noetherian rings can be generalized to additive 
and principal ideal systems. Though our proof of Theorem 6 uses principality, 
there exist nonprincipal-and probably also at the same time nonadditive- 
ideal systems where every irreducible ideal is primary. In fact, in any haif- 
prime ideal system (where A, = rad -4,) an irreducible ideal is always 
prime. Some of these half-prime ideal systems are definitely not principal 
and presumably not additive. The S-sy-stem is, for instance, as a rule 
nonprincipal in the most familiar differential rings, and it is possibly 
nonadditive in certain differential rings which are not Ritt-algebras. 
The ideal theory of Dedekind rings is best treated within the framework 
of fractionary ideals. For the concept of a fractionary ideal system we can 
refer the reader to [l]. For simplicity, we shall assume here that S 
has cancellation law (i.e., is regular) so that it can be imbedded in a group 
of fractions G. A fractional ideal system in G gives rise to an (integral) 
ideal system in S by restricting the closure operation to subsets of S. 
Conversely, it is not true that every ideal system in S can be extended to a 
fractional ideal system in G. It can easily be shown that it is exactly the 
r-systems in the sense of Lorenzm which can be extended to fractionayy ideal 
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systems in G and this correspondence between r-systems in S and fractionary 
x-systems in G is bzjective. An r-system in the sense of Lorenzen is an x-system 
in S which is principal and where the inclusion in the continuity axiom 
is replaced by an equality. This bijection between integral r-systems and 
fractionary x-systems gives in particular a meaning to the term additive 
fractionary ideal system. We note that the S-systems of interest are not 
Lorenzen systems. 
In the proof of the following theorem we have so far not been able to 
avoid an additional hypothesis which is based on the following: 
DEFINITION. An ideal system (S, x) is said to be regular if the monoid 
S/P, - (01 has cancellation law whenever P, is a prime x-ideal. 
For brevity, we shall also refer to an r-system in the sense of Lorenzen 
as a Lorenxen system (as we have already done above). 
THEOREM 7. If (S, x) is an additive and a regular Lorenren system such 
that every proper x-ideal in S can be written as an x-product of (proper) prime 
x-ideals, then such a factorization is unique. 
Proof. We shall give a proof of this theorem which closely follows that 
of Zariski-Samuel [12, pp. 272-2731 in the case x = d. The five simple 
preparatory lemmas given on page 272 in [12] are all of a multiplicative 
nature and their proofs carry over to the general case without any changes 
(Proposition 27 in [l] generalizes Lemma 3 in [12]). We refer below to 
these lemmas by using the same numbering as in [12]. 
We first show that every invertible proper prime x-ideal P, in S is maximal. 
Denoting the residue class monoid SIPz by S and the residue class of a by 4 
we claim that 
(7.5) 
where we are only interested in the case a 4 P, . Let c E (Pz , a), . Since 
x is principal and additive it follows that there exists an s E S such that 
c = sa(PJ, i.e., f = M This shows that the left side of (7.5) is contained 
in the right side. The reverse inclusion is a consequence of Sa C (P* , a), . 
Assume now that (Pz , a), # S. According to the hypothesis, we can then 
write 
(P, , a), = fi Pf’ and (Pz , a12)Z = fi Qt’, 
i=l j=l (7.6) 
where the Pz”s and Qg”s are prime x-ideals and the product sign denotes 
the x-product. 
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Ey (73, this gives 
(7.7) 
where the product sign now denotes the 3-product and the ideals 
Pk’/Pz = #(Pt’) and Qy’/P, = +(Qz’) are p rime g-ideals by Theorem 2.D. 
In addition to this we have also used the additivity axiom in the form +zI 
of Theorem 2 which says that 
Since 
and s - (Ti} has cancellation law because of regularity, it follows that any 
principal %-ideal f 0 in s is invertible, and hence & and ,!%s are invertible 
within the family of fractionary z-ideals. (It is easily seen that if x is a 
Lorenzen system in S, and s - @} has cancellation law, as is the case here, 
then z defines a Lorenzen system in 9 - @}. In particular, 5 is principal, 
assuring that & and ,!%P are z-ideals). This implies further that the prime 
g-ideals occurring in the decompositions (7.7) are invertible G-ideals; hence 
these factorizations are unique [12, Lemma 5, p. 2721. Comparing (7.7) and 
(74, it follows that the %-ideals Qg’/PE are the x-ideals Pz’/Pz each repeated 
twice. Thus m = 2n and we can renumber the Q:)‘s such that 
and hence also Q, (2i) = Qgi-l’ = Pf’ since any x-ideal containing P, is a 
union of congruence classes modulo P, (Theorem 1). Applying this to 
(7.6) we obtain (Pz, CZ~):~ = (Px, u): which implies P, C (P, , uj: = 
P,” U, (Px 0 {a>) U, {uz> C (Pz2, a), . To any c E P, , there exists, therefore, 
an s E S such that c = sa(Px2); hence also c = sa(P,). Since P, is prime 
and a $ P, we have s E P, , i.e., P, C (Pz2, aP& . The reverse inclusion 
being obvious, we obtain P, = (P,“, aP& = P, o,~ (Pz U, (a)). If P, is 
invertible, we can multiply this equality by Pi1 and get S = (PO, a), 
which gives us the desired contradiction. 
Thus, according to Lemma 5 we need only to prove that every prime 
x-ideal P, is invertible. Let b E P, . Write (b) = Sb = fly-1 Pf’ C P, 1 
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This implies P, G’ C P, for a suitable i. Now, since any principal x-ideal 
in S is invertible, every Pf’ is invertible, and hence maximal, according 
to the first part of the proof. Hence Pz’ = P, for some Pt’ and P, is 
invertible. 
We note two applications to rings, of which the second one seems to be new. 
COROLLARY 1 (Matusita). If every proper ideal in an integral donzain R 
can be written as a product of (proper) prinle ideal, tken tlzis factorization 
is ufzique. 
COROLLARY 2. An integral donzain R is a discrete (rank one) valuation 
ring if atzd only ;f every proper s-ideal in R catz be written as an s-product 
of prime s-ideals. 
Proof. The trace of the d-system on the monoid R* = R - (0) forms 
a Lorenzen system d* in R* which is clearly additive (the relation between d 
and d* is given by -4 Iz* = 8, - (0)). In order to obtain Corollary 1, therefore, 
it remains only to be shown that d* is a regular ideal system. Assume that 
a, b, c $ Pd and ab = ac(P,*), where Pd* is a prime d*-ideal in R*. This 
gives ab E (Pd* , ac)d* C (Pd , ac)d, hence ab = p + rat or ~6 = GC, where 
the bar now indicates residue classes module the prime ideal Pd in the 
classical ring-theoretic sense. Since the classical residue class ring module Pd 
is an integral domain and a # Pd we obtain 6 = F? or b = p’ + rc with 
P’EPd. Thus b E (Pd , c)~, and hence also b E (Pd* , c)~* . Similarly, 
c E (Pd* , b)dT showing that b = c(Pa*). 
For the proof of Corollary 2 we first note that any s-system in a monoid S 
with cancellation law is an additive Lorenzen system (Theorem 4). In 
order to show the regularity of such an s-system, assume that P, is a prime 
s-ideal in S and ab = ac(PJ with a, b, c $ P, . By the definition of the 
s-congruence, this implies that ab = sac and ac = s’ab. Hence, by cancella- 
tion b = SC and c = s’b, which means that 6 = c(PJ. 
When R is an integral domain, R* = R - (0) is a submonoid of the 
multiplicative monoid of R, and the s-system in R* (which we shall denote 
by 9) is obtained simply as the trace of the s-system in R in such a way 
that A,* = -4, - (0). If R is a discrete valuation ring, there is only one 
prime s-ideal, and any s-ideal is a unique s-power of this prime s-ideal. 
The same is true for the s*-system. 
Assume, conversely, that every proper s-ideal in R can be written as 
an s-product of prime s-ideals. This property carries over immediately to 
the s*-system in R*. By Theorem 7, every proper s*-ideal in R* can be 
written as a unique product of prime s *-ideals and R* is thus an s*-Dedekind 
monoid. From Theorem 25 in [I], it further follows that the fractionary 
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s*-ideals in the group K* of fractions of R* form a group under s*-multi- 
plication. Using Corollary 2, p. 32 in [S] we infer that the divisibility group 
K*/U is isomorphic to the additive group of integers. This proves that A 
is a discrete (rank one) valuation ring. 
The above arguments together with results which can be found in [l] and 
[8] also gives the more comprehensive 
COROLLARY 3. The following properties are equivalent for a monoid S 
with cancellation law which, in addition, is supposed to be different from its 
group of fractions G. 
(i) Every proper s-ideal in S can be zwitten as an s-product of prime 
s-ideals. 
(ii) Every proper s-ideal in S can be written uniquely as an s-product 
of prime s-ideals. 
(iii) S is s-Dedekind, i.e., S satisfies the follozoing three conditions: 
(a) Every s-ideal in S is j%itely generated. 
(b) S contains exactly one prime s-ideal. 
(c) Any element g E G such that g” E S for some integer n > 0 be1ong.f 
to s. 
(iv) The fractionary s-ideals of G form a group under s-multiplication. 
(v) The dizisibility group of S is isomorphic to the additive group of 
integers Z. 
Proof. The proof is obtained by an easy combination of Theorem 7, 
Corollary 2, p. 32 in [8], Theorem 2, p. 25 in [S] and the results on pp. 31-33 
in [I]. 
A more interesting special case would be the t-system (v,-system), but 
it seems rather doubtful that this system is both additive and regular. If S 
is a monoid with cancellation law, we say that a subset A, of S is a v-ideal 
or a divisorial ideal if A, can be written as an intersection of fractionary 
principal ideals. This v-system is generally not of finite character and is 
hence not an x-system in the sense of this paper. Considering instead the 
closure operation A ---t A, defined by 
NCA 
N finite 
we obtain an ideal system in S which is called the t-system. The t-system 
is of great arithmetical importance. In the case of an integral domain, R, 
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we have, for instance, that R is a Krull-ring if and only if it is t-Dedekind, 
or equivalently, the fractionary t-ideals form a group under t-multiplication. 
In connection with Theorem 7, this raises the following 
Pmbh. Is a Krull ring characterized by the fact that any of its proper 
t-ideals can be written as a t-product of prime t-ideals ? 
This question could possibly have a positive answer even though the 
t-system may fail to be additive and regular. 
On the other hand, it is possible that the assumption of additivity in 
Theorem 7 is necessary in the sense that every Dedekind ideal system is 
additive. K. Johnsen [9] has obtained some partial results in this direction; 
in particular, that a Dedekind x-system is additive under the additional 
assumption that a finite union of .x-ideals is an r-ideal only in case one 
of these x-ideals contains all the others. 
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